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central decay time are two tabs which 
switch the UI between EQ controls 
(applied across the wet signal outputs) 
and the room definition parameters for 
both the reflection and reverberation 
stage. Further tabs in each of these 
sections switch between groups of 
these parameters. The UI fits an awful 
lot in without ever being overwhelming 
or cluttered.

There are some other neat features 
in the UI too. The whole plug-in window 
can be scaled in size to suit your screen 
real estate. Presets can be filtered by 
minimum and maximum reverb time. 
And — more useful than you might 
think — any parameter can be locked to 
retain its current value when other 
presets are recalled — very cool for 
evaluating different presets but fixing 
the decay time, for example.

Switching to a multi-channel 
instance changes thing up a gear. 
Whilst the UI stays largely the same, 
this really unveils the features that make 
Cinematic Rooms incredibly appealing 
in a multi-channel / post-production 
environment. The most significant of 
these is the ability to scale or bias 
nearly every parameter differently in 
different surround planes (available in 
the Professional Edition only). As a 
simple example, we might wish to have 
the overall decay time a little longer in 
the surrounds than in the fronts. And 
the UI is every bit as elegant here.

Multi-channel management
In a surround instance, a small icon 
showing a pictogram of the channel 
arrangement appears in the menu bar 
of the plug-in window. Clicking on this 
expands a view, that shows this icon (all 
surround channels — aka the master), 
together with an icon for each stereo 
plane in that arrangement. So in 7.1.2 
you would get front, side, rear, centre 
and elevation. Clicking on any one of 
these, and then editing a parameter will 
then apply the scaling or biasing to that 
parameter in that plane. Switching back 
to the master, and subsequently 
changing the master value will then 
keep the proportions of that scaling 
intact, but allow overall changes. A tiny 
icon under the parameter shows that it 
has been edited in a particular plane — 
useful for keeping track of what you’ve 

done. And all surround plane editing on 
a given parameter or parameters can 
be quickly and easily reset.

The second key feature of note is the 
control given over the propagation of 
reverb in space. This can be free — in 
other words sound heard in one channel 
will produce reverb and reflections in its 
channel that will also propagate to all 
channels. Or propagation can be 
‘locked’ to only the stereo plane for that 
channel, or disabled completely and 
confined to the source channel only. 
Together with some comprehensive 
ways to control the cross-feed for this 
propagation between channels (and 
modifying it in each plane to boot), this 
goes a long way to solving problems of 
reverb or reflections tracking the pan 
position of a source. 

These might sound like small things, 
but boy do they speed things up. 
Where you might have fudged a similar 
approach using multiple instances or 
multiple reverbs with different routing, 
it’s now done in a flash. And the ability 
to apply scaling to nearly every 
parameter in every plane is eye-
opening in terms of sound design and 
creating immersive sound. Whilst 
variations of some of these approaches 
have been around in other multi-
channel reverb plug-ins (Exponential 
Audio’s excellent Phoenix springs to 
mind), they don’t come close to the 
scale and flexibility on offer here. You’d 
still have to prise Altiverb out of my 
cold dead hands for some things — but 
Cinematic Rooms might well be the 
only other reverb you will ever need for 
some years to come.  
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 Liquidsonics’ Seventh Heaven plug-in (review Resolution 
V16.4) turned a few heads when it was released. An 
impressive emulation of the Bricasti M7, it really shifted 
the goalposts with what is possible with plug-in reverb. 

The company have now turned their attention to multi-
channel reverb, and at the same time have thought long and 
hard about the specific needs of the post-production world 
when it comes to using (or abusing) reverb. The result is 
Cinematic Rooms.

It should be stressed from the outset, that although many 
of the features and functions are built around a multi-channel 
workflow, Cinematic Rooms works perfectly splendidly in 
stereo — and I’d really encourage anybody involved in any 
form of audio production to give it a demo. That’s because, 
without beating around the bush, the reverbs are just stunning. 
Quite why this is could be down to the fact that the reverb 
engine was developed from the ground up — in part to deal 
with the demands of multi-channel work, but also to 
acknowledge that the processing limitations which defined 
older reverb algorithms are no longer relevant. So with an 
‘achromatic reflection engine’ and ‘constant density reverb 
algorithm’, the intent was to build a best-in-class synthetic 
reverb.

The reverbs are just stunning
Whatever they’ve done, it certainly works. There’s a lushness 
to larger spaces that never really sounds synthetic, and early 
reflection patterns manage to avoid sounding coloured or 
phasey even when emulating very small spaces or 
ambiences. 

Cinematic Rooms is available in two versions — Standard 
and Professional. And contrary to what you might expect, 
both are completely multichannel capable — working in 
channel configurations up to 7.1.6. The Professional version 
does however feature a wider range of presets and unlocks 
one of the most powerful editing features for surround work.

Fire up a stereo instance to start with, and you’re 
presented with a crisp, clean interface with an easy-on-the-
eye colour scheme. The master decay time control is front 
and centre, with areas for early reflections and reverberation 
components on the left and right respectively. Below the 

PROS  Fantastic sounding reverbs; 
clever and intuitive user 
interface; not too demanding of 
system resources; equally at 
home in stereo and multi-
channel workflows.

CONS  You really need to shell out for 
the Professional Edition to get 
the most out of its multi-channel 
editing capability.
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